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A POLYNOMIAL-TIME ALGORITHM FOR COMPUTINGSHORTEST PATHS OF BOUNDED CURVATURE AMIDSTMODERATE OBSTACLESJEAN-DANIEL BOISSONNATINRIA Sophia-Antipolis, BP 93,06902 Sophia Antipolis Cedex, Frane.Jean-Daniel.Boissonnatinria.frSYLVAIN LAZARDINRIA Lorraine - LORIA, 615 rue du jardin botanique, B.P. 101,54602 Villers-les-Nany Cedex, Frane.Sylvain.Lazardinria.frReeived (reeived date)Revised (revised date)Communiated by (Name)In this paper, we onsider the problem of omputing shortest paths of bounded urvatureamidst obstales in the plane. More preisely, given two presribed initial and nalongurations (speifying the loation and the diretion of travel) and a set of obstalesin the plane, we want to ompute a shortest C1 path joining those two ongurations,avoiding the obstales, and with the further onstraint that, on eah C2 piee, the radiusof urvature is at least 1. In this paper, we onsider the ase of moderate obstales andpresent a polynomial-time exat algorithm to solve this problem.Keywords: Non-holonomi motion planning; urvature-onstrained shortest paths; mo-bile robot; omputational geometry.1. IntrodutionIn this paper, we onsider the problem of omputing shortest paths of bounded ur-vature amidst obstales in the plane, SBC path for short. More preisely, given twopresribed initial and nal ongurations (speifying the loation and the diretionof travel) and a set of obstales in the plane, we want to ompute a shortest C1path joining those two ongurations, avoiding the obstales, and with the furtheronstraint that the radius of urvature is at least 1 on eah C2 piee. This questionappears in many appliations and goes bak to Markov who studied the problemfor joining piees of railways. More reently, a great deal of attention has been paidA preliminary version of this paper appeared in Ref. 7. This work was done while the seondauthor was a PhD student at INRIA Sophia-Antipolis.1
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2 Jean-Daniel Boissonnat & Sylvain Lazardto this question in the ontext of non-holonomi robot motion planning.2;17;20;19 Arobot is said to be non-holonomi if some kinematis onstraints loally restritsthe authorized diretions for its veloity. A typial non-holonomi robot is a ar:assuming no slipping of the wheels on the ground, the veloity of the midpoint be-tween the two rear wheels of the ar is always tangent to the ar axis. Though theproblem onsidered in this paper is one of the simplest instanes of non-holonomimotion planning, it is still far from being well understood.Even in the absene of obstales, the problem is not easy. Dubins12 proved thatany SBC path takes one of the following forms CSC or CCC, where C means airular ar of radius 1 and S a straight line segment. The proof in Dubins' paperis quite long and intriate. Reently, a muh simpler proof has been obtained5;22using the Minimum Priniple of Pontryagin (a entral result in Control Theory)and a omplete haraterization of SBC paths has also been established8.The problem beomes muh harder in the presene of obstales. First, notie thatit follows from Dubins' paper (see Refs. 12 or 14, 15) or from a theorem in ControlTheory (see Refs. 9 Theorem 9.2.i or 18) that there exists a SBC path amidstobstales and joining two given ongurations as soon as there exists a BC path, i.e.,a (not neessarily optimal) C1 path joining the two given ongurations, avoidingthe obstales and where the radius of urvature is everywhere (where it is dened)greater or equal to 1. Moreover, a SBC path is a onatenation of subpaths eitherontained in the boundary of some obstales or onneting two obstale boundaries(onsidering the initial and nal ongurations as point obstales); eah subpathjoining two obstale boundaries is a Dubins' path, i.e., a path of type CSC or CCC.Computing a shortest path seems however a formidable task. Even if we removethe requirement for the path to be a shortest one and look for a BC path (insteadof a SBC path), no polynomial-time algorithm is known. In Ref. 13, Fortune andWilfong present an exat algorithm that an deide if a BC path exists but doesnot generate suh a path if one exists. This algorithm runs in time and spae thatis exponential with respet to the number n of orners of the environment and thenumber of bits used to speify the positions of the orners. By the remark above,this algorithm an also deide if a SBC path exists.For omputing SBC paths, only approximate algorithms have been proposedin the literature. Jaobs and Canny disretize the problem and alulate a paththat approximates the shortest one in time O(n2(n+L" ) logn + (n+L)2"2 ), where "desribes the loseness of the approximation and L is the total edge length of theobstale boundaries.15 Very reently, Wang and Agarwal improved on this resultand proposed an algorithm whose time omplexity is O(n2"2 logn), and thus doesnot depend on L.23 In another reent paper1, Agarwal, Raghavan and Tamakihave onsidered a restrited lass of obstales, the so-alled moderate obstales: anobstale is said to be moderate if it is onvex and if its boundary is a dierentiableurve whose radius of urvature is everywhere greater or equal to 1. This restritionis quite strong but valid in many pratial situations. Under the assumption that all
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A polynomial-time algorithm: : : 3the obstales are disjoint and moderate, Agarwal et al. show that an approximateSBC path an be omputed in O(n2 logn+ 1=") time.In this paper, we onsider also the ase of moderate obstales (in a more re-stritive sense than Agarwal et al.) and present a polynomial-time algorithm toompute a SBC path (assuming that the roots of some polynomials of boundeddegree an be omputed in onstant time). To the best of our knowledge, this isthe rst polynomial-time exat algorithm for a nontrivial instane of the problem.The paper is organized as follows. In Setion 2, we introdue some notations andshow that the problem redues to nding Eulidean shortest paths when the initialand nal positions are suÆiently far apart and suÆiently far from the obstales.In Setions 3 and 4, we haraterize the irular ars that an appear in a SBCpath. In Setion 5, we study a partiular lass of subpaths. Finally, we desribe inSetion 6 an algorithm for omputing shortest paths of bounded urvature betweengiven ongurations in the presene of moderate obstale.2. PreliminariesFirst, we give some denitions and notations. Let 
 be a set of open obstales. Inthis paper, the obstales are assumed to be disjoint and moderate. An obstale issaid to be moderate if it is onvex and if its boundary is a dierentiable urve madeof line segments and irular ars of unit radius. For onveniene and without areal loss of generality, we assume that no two edges of the obstales are parallel.A path that avoids the obstales is alled free. In the sequel, a free SBC path issimply alled an optimal path.Let !S = (S; ~US) and !T = (T; ~UT ) be two ongurations where S and T speifythe loation and ~US and ~UT speify the diretion of travel. Let P denote an optimalpath joining !S to !T .As mentioned in the introdution, an optimal path P is a onatenation of ir-ular ars of unit radius, straight line segments and ars ontained in the boundaryof some obstales. A maximal irular ar of P that oinides with the boundary ofan obstale is alled an O-segment. A C-segment is a maximal irular ar of P thatdoes not oinide with the boundary of an obstale. An S-segment is a maximal linesegment of P ; an S-segment may oinide (partially or entirely) with the boundaryof an obstale. An optimal path is thus a onatenation of O, C and S-segments.With these denitions, we ensure that two onseutive O, C or S-segments in Pannot be supported by the same line or irle. We assume that the length of theO, C and S-segments is never zero unless speied otherwise. In the following, weassoiate to a path the sequene of types (O, C or S) of its segments.The rst and last segments are alled terminal. A terminal segment is, in general,a C-segment; we denote it by Ct. A C-segment (or a irle of unit radius) is denotedby C if it is tangent to at least one obstale. A C-segment (or a irle of unit radius)is alled anhored and denoted by C if it is either tangent to at least two obstales,or tangent to one obstale and adjaent to a terminal C-segment, or if it is terminal.
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4 Jean-Daniel Boissonnat & Sylvain LazardOur rst theorem states that, when the initial and nal positions are suÆientlyfar apart and suÆiently far from the obstales, the optimal path is an Eulideanshortest path for an augmented set of obstales.Let M be a point of an optimal path P and let CL(M) (resp. CR(M)) be theunit irle tangent to P at M and lying on the left (resp. right) side of path Poriented from S to T . CL(M) is oriented ounterlokwise and CR(M) is orientedlokwise. An ar of one of these irles will be oriented aordingly.Let C 0S (resp. C 0T ) be the irle tangent to CL(S) and CR(S) (resp. CL(T )and CR(T )) that does not interset the ray (S; ~US) (resp. the ray (T; ~UT )) (seeFigure 1). Let RS (resp. RT ) be the open shaded region limited by CL(S), CR(S)and C 0S (resp. CL(T ), CR(T ) and C 0T ) as shown in Figure 1.
S T~US ~UTRS RT
CL(S)
CR(S)
CL(T )
CR(T )A
II0
P
C0S C0TFig. 1. Regions RS and RT .Lemma 1. If RS and RT are disjoint and do not interset the obstales, then Pdoes not interset RS [ RT .Proof. We assume for a ontradition that P intersets RS . We onsider rst thease where P does not interset RT . Sine P is a path of bounded urvature, Pintersets CL(S) or CR(S). We assume for simpliity that P is never tangential toCL(S) or CR(S) exept possibly at S. Let I be the last intersetion point (along P)between P and CL(S)[CR(S); assume, without loss of generality, that I 2 CL(S).Let I 0 be the last intersetion point (along P) between P and RS and let II 0 bethe part of P from I to I 0 (notie that I and I 0 an oinide). We denote by A thepoint ommon to CL(S) and C 0S (see Figure 1).First, we assume that I 6= S. Let SI be the ar of CL(S), oriented as CL(S),starting at S and ending at I . Let P 0 be the onatenation of SI and the part ofP from I to T . P 0 is not a path of bounded urvature but it is shorter than Psine the shortest path of bounded urvature from !S to I (the orientation at I
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A polynomial-time algorithm: : : 5is not speied) is the ar SI .4 Let P 00 be the path obtained by modifying P 0 asfollows: if I 0 = I then P 00 = P 0, otherwise, we replae the ar AI of CL(S) and II 0by the short irular ar AI 0 of C 0S . Path P 00 is shorter than P 0, thus P 00 is shorterthan P . Moreover, P 00 avoids RS by onstrution, and avoids also all the moderateobstales and RT by hypothesis. Hene, the Eulidean shortest P 000 path from S toT avoiding 
, RS and RT is shorter than P . That yields a ontradition beausethis Eulidean shortest path is a path of bounded urvature from !S to !T . Indeed,~US (resp. ~UT ) is the vetor tangent to P 000 at S (resp. T ), by onstrution, and P 000is a path of bounded urvature sine RS and RT and all the obstales of 
 aremoderate.If I = S, the orientation of P at I an only be ~US or  ~US sine I is the lastintersetion point between P and CL(S) [ CR(S). But only the latter ases anour sine otherwise, P would not be optimal. As by denition, I lies before I 0along P , the part of P from (S; ~US) to I 0 is longer than the shortest Dubins' pathfrom (S; ~US) to (S; ~US) whih is a path of type CCC of length 2+ =3. Let SI 0be the onatenation of the ar SA of CL(S) and the irular ar AI 0, and let P 0be the onatenation of SI 0 and the part of P from I 0 to T . As, the length of SI 0is at most 2, P 0 is shorter than P . We then get a ontradition as above.Similar arguments hold if P also intersets RT .Theorem 1. If RS and RT are disjoint and do not interset the obstales 
, thenP is an Eulidean shortest path from S to T avoiding 
 and the two additionalobstales RS and RT .Proof. It follows from Lemma 1 that a SBC path from !S to !T in the preseneof the obstales 
 is also a SBC path in the presene of the obstales 
, RS andRT . On the other hand, an Eulidean shortest path from S to T avoiding 
, RSand RT is a path of bounded urvature from !S to !T . Thus, P is an Eulideanshortest path from S to T in the presene of the obstales 
, RS and RT .Corollary 1. A Dubins' path of type CCC between two ongurations !S and !Tis optimal only if the two regions RS and RT interset.In the rest of the paper, we will assume that Theorem 1 does not apply.3. Charaterization of the C-segmentsWe rst reall the following lemma mentioned in the introdution whih followsfrom Refs. 12 or 5:Lemma 2. Eah subpath of an optimal path whih has no point in ommon withthe obstales exept possibly its two end points must be of type CCC or CSC.We now reall three lemmas and Theorem 2 whih were established by Agarwalet al.1 For ompleteness, we give the proofs (in our more restrited ase of moderateobstales).
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6 Jean-Daniel Boissonnat & Sylvain LazardLemma 3. Any non-terminal C-segment of an optimal path is longer than .Proof. Beause the obstales are moderate, no obstale an touh the inner side ofthe C-segment (otherwise the C-segment would be an O-segment). Moreover, sinethe C-segment is preeded and followed by some ars, the path an be shortenedusing a irular ar of radius greater than 1 (see Figure 2a).
()(b)(a)
(d)Fig. 2. Dubins' length-reduing perturbations.Lemma 4. Any optimal path does not ontain a subpath of type CCC, exept whenthe rst or the last C-segment of this subpath is terminal.Proof. Assume for a ontradition that none of the C-segments is terminal. ByLemma 3, the length of eah C-segment is greater than . Therefore, the middle C-segment together with some portions of the other two C-segments an be replaedby a shortut whih annot be obstruted by any moderate obstale (see Figure 3).This ontradits the hypothesis and proves that one of the C-segments is terminal.
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A polynomial-time algorithm: : : 7
Fig. 3. Shortut of a subpath of type CCC (Lemma 4).Lemma 5. If an optimal path ontains a subpath of type XCY , where X;Y 2fS;O;Ctg, then the C-segment is anhored.Proof. By Lemma 3, the C-segment is longer than . Aording to Dubins12,perturbations (b) and () of Figure 2 shorten paths of type SCS and CCS in anobstale-free environment. The result follows sine the O-segments are either linesegments or irular ars of unit radius.Theorem 2. Any C-segment appearing in an optimal path belongs to one of thefollowing subpaths: C; C C; CtC C; CCCt:Proof. A C-segment is either terminal or belongs to a subpath of one of the threetypes XCY , XCCY , CCC where X;Y 2 fS;Og. If the subpath is of type XCY ,the C-segment is anhored by Lemma 5. If the subpath is of type XCCY , bothC-segments must be tangent to some obstale, due to Lemma 2. If the subpathis of type CCC, then, by Lemma 4, the rst or the third C-segment must beterminal. Then, assume without loss of generality that the subpath is of type CtCC.If the next segment is a C-segment, it is terminal by Lemma 4 and one of the twointermediate C-segments must touh an obstale by Lemma 2. If the next segmentis not a C-segment, then the last C-segment must touh an obstale by Lemma 2.We now show that the possible types of C-segments that an appear in anoptimal path an be further restrited.Lemma 6. In an obstale-free environment, the two perturbation shown in Figure 4shorten a path of type CCCS suh that the lengths of its seond and third C-segments are greater than .
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8 Jean-Daniel Boissonnat & Sylvain Lazard
(b)(a)Fig. 4. Length reduing perturbations for CCCS paths.Proof. The perturbation (a) in Figure 4, similarly as the perturbation shown inFigure 2, has been proved to shorten the path.12 We now prove that perturbation(b) in Figure 4 shortens the path.We onsider, without loss of generality, that the straight line segment of thepath belongs to the x-axis and that the enter of the irle supporting the rstC-segment belongs to the y-axis (see Figure 5).
 x0 u1
u1 u2u2 dhFig. 5. Study of the perturbation (b) in Figure 4 (u2 is here smaller than  for the sake of larity).With the notations of Figure 5, the length L of a CCCS path is equal, modulo2, to 2(u1 + u2)    + d   x where u1 2 [0; 2), the lengths (u1 + u2) and u2 ofthe seond and third C-segments belong to (; 2), and where  and d are some
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A polynomial-time algorithm: : : 9onstants. Furthermore, we have: sin(u1) + sin(u2) = x=2os(u1)  os(u2) = (h  1)=2We ompute the derivative of eah equation with respet to x and solve thesystem. We obtain the following solution (sin(u1+u2) 6= 0 sine (u1+u2) 2 (; 2)):8>><>>: u1x = sin(u2)2 sin(u1 + u2)u2x = sin(u1)2 sin(u1 + u2)Therefore,Lx = sin(u1) + sin(u2)sin(u1 + u2)   1 = os  u1 u22   os  u1+u22 os  u1+u22  :os  u1+u22  < 0 sine (u1 + u2) 2 (; 2). Moreover, sine u1  0 and u2 > 0,  <  u1 + u22  u1   u22 < u1 + u22 < and thus os  u1+u22   os  u1 u22 , with equality only if u1 = 0. Thus, Lx  0,with equality only if u1 = 0, whih orresponds to only one value of x. Therefore,the perturbation shown in Figure 4b shortens the path.Lemma 7. An optimal path of type CtCCX, where X is an O, S or C-segment,is neessarily of type Ct CCCt, Ct C CY where Y 2 fO;Sg, or CtC CZ where Z 2fO;S;Ctg.Proof. We onsider rst the ase where X is a irular ar (a C-segment or an O-segment). Then, by Lemma 4, X is either a terminal C-segment or an O-segment.We onsider the same perturbation that Dubins used to redue the length of pathsof type CCCC in an obstale-free environment (see Figure 2d and Refs. 12 or 5 fora proof). It follows from the optimality of the path, that the seond or the thirdC-segment of the path of type CtCCX is lamped by an obstale.If seond C-segment is lamped by an obstale, then, sine it is also adjaentto a terminal C-segment, it is anhored. Thus the path is of type Ct CCX whereX 2 fCt; Og. It follows that the path is of type Ct CCCt or Ct C CO.Now, if the third C-segment of the path of type CtCCX is lamped by anobstale, then sine it is also adjaent to a terminal C-segment or to an O-segment,it is anhored. Thus, the path is of type CtC CX where X 2 fCt; Og.We now onsider the ase where X is a S-segment; the path is of type CtCCS.Then, by Lemma 6, the third C-segment is anhored or both the seond and thethird C-segments are tangent to some obstales. In the rst ase, the path is oftype CtC CS. In the seond ase, the path is of type Ct C CS beause the seondC-segment is anhored sine it is tangent to an obstale and adjaent to a terminalC-segment.
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10 Jean-Daniel Boissonnat & Sylvain LazardTherefore, the path is of type Ct CCCt, Ct C CO, CtC CX where X 2 fCt; Og,CtC CS or Ct C CS. Hene, the type is Ct CCCt, Ct C CY where Y 2 fO;Sg, orCtC CZ where Z 2 fO;S;Ctg.Theorem 3. Any C-segment of an optimal path belongs to one of the followingsubpaths: C; C C; CtC C; CCCt:Proof. By Theorem 2, we only have to onsider subpaths of type CtC C or CCCtwhere the C-segment is not terminal. Without loss of generality, we onsider asubpath of type CtC C. Sine the C-segment is not terminal, the subpath is partof an optimal path of type CtC CX where X is an O, S or C-segment. The resultthen follows from Lemma 7 beause a path of type Ct C CY , Y 2 fO;Sg, an bedeomposed in three subpaths of type C, C C and Y .For a given set of obstales, the number of anhored irles is nite, thus, thenumber of possible subpaths in Theorem 3 is nite exept for the subpaths of typeC C . The two following setions show that these subpaths an be redued to a niteset of andidates. First, in Setion 4, we show that any non-terminal subpath of typeC C of an optimal path is neessarily ontained in a subpath of type XS C CSX 0where X;X 0 2 fO; Cg. Then, in Setion 5, we show that, given X;X 0 2 fO; Cgand two obstale edges, we an ompute a nite family of andidate paths of typeXS C CSX 0, where the C-segments are tangent to the given obstale edges.4. Charaterization of the subpaths of type C CWe prove in this setion the following theorem.Theorem 4. Any non-terminal subpath of type C C of an optimal path is nees-sarily ontained in a subpath of type XS C CSX 0 where X;X 0 2 fO; Cg and wherethe length of the S-segments an be equal to zero.We introdue the following notations. For a given subpath P , let Ci denote thei-th C-segment of P , Ci the irle supporting Ci, and Oi the enter of Ci.We rst establish three lemmas and a proposition.Lemma 8. In a subpath of type CCS of an optimal path, suh that the rst C-segment is not terminal, the length of the S-segment is smaller than 4 os, where = \(   !O2O1; !u ) and ~u is the diretion of the S-segment (see Figure 6).Proof. Let P be the optimal subpath of type CCS. Sine the length of eah C-segment is stritly greater than  and smaller than 2,  belongs to ( =2; =2)(see Figure 6). We distinguish three ases aording to the value of  and, in eahase, we exhibit a shortut that annot be interseted by a moderate obstale. LetS denote the line supporting the S-segment.
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A polynomial-time algorithm: : : 111.  2 (0; =2) (Figure 6a): if the length of the S-segment is greater or equalto 4 os, the dashed C-segment shortens P .2.  2 ( =2; =3) (Figure 6b): let C0 be the irle (of unit radius) tangentto C1 and S, and lying on the same side of S as C2. Sine jj > =3, C0intersets C2 and therefore the length of the dashed C-segment on C1 issmaller than =3. Moreover, the length of the dashed C-segment on C0 issmaller than =2 beause the line segment intersets C1. It follows that thelength of the dashed path is smaller than  and so is smaller than the lengthof the C-segment C2. Hene, if the length of the S-segment is greater orequal to 4 os, the dashed path shortens P .3.  2 [ =3; 0℄ (Figures 6 and 6d): if the length of the S-segment is greateror equal to 2, let A;B;C;D and I be the points of P as dened in Figures 6and 6d. Let P 0 be the path obtained from P by replaing the part of Pfrom A to D by the (dashed) irular ar AB, followed by the long irularar BC of C2, followed by the (dashed) irular ar CD (see Figures 6and 6d). The length of P 0 minus the length of P is equal to the sum ofthe lengths of the irular ars AB and CD minus the length of the partsof P between A and C, and between B and D. This dierene is negativebeause the length of the irular ar AB is smaller than the sum of thelengths of the two ars AI and BI of P (beause AI and BI are outsidethe irle supporting the ar AB), and similarly, the length of the irularar CD is smaller than the sum of the lengths of the two ars IC and IDof P . Thus, if the length of the S-segment is greater or equal to 2, path Pis not optimal. Thus, the length of the S-segment is smaller than 2, whihis smaller or equal to 4 os for any  2 [ =3; 0℄.We now onsider subpaths of type CCSC.Lemma 9. Let P be a subpath of type CCSC of an optimal path, suh that the rstand the last C-segments are not terminal. If the two C-segments C2 and C3 that areadjaent to the S-segment have the same orientation (resp. opposite orientations),the distane between O1 and O3 is less than 2 (resp. 4).Proof. By the previous lemma, the length s of the S-segment is less than 4 os.If C2 and C3 have the same orientation,O1O23 = (   !O1O2 +   !O2O3)2 = 4 + s2   4s os < 4:If the two irles have opposite orientations, let O03 be the point symmetri toO3 with respet to the S-segment. The length of O1O3 is less than the sum of thelength of O3O03, whih is equal to 2, and of the length of O1O03, whih is less than2 by the above inequality.Lemma 10. In a subpath of type CCSC of an optimal path, suh that the rst andthe last C-segments are not terminal, the two C-segments adjaent to the S-segment
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12 Jean-Daniel Boissonnat & Sylvain Lazard
O1O2 
4 os~u
O1O2  2  O1O2 (d):  2 ( =6; 0)
(a):  2 (0; =2)
O2 O1 4 os
(b):  2 ( =2; =3)
():  2 ( =3; =6)
C1
C2 C0
IAB C D AB C DI
Fig. 6. Shortuts used in Lemma 8.have the same orientation (lokwise or ounterlokwise).Proof. We onsider a subpath P of type CCSC of an optimal path where C1and C3 are not terminal and suh that C2 and C3 have opposite orientations (seeFigure 7). We show that suh a path an be shortened. The previous lemma impliesthat there exists a irle of unit radius tangent to the irles C1 and C3.Suppose rst that the irles C1 and C3 do not interset (see Figure 7). Sine thelengths of C1 and C3 are greater than , there exists a C-segment of length smallerthan  tangent to both C1 and C3. This C-segment learly shortens P and avoidsthe moderate obstales.Suppose now that C1 and C3 interset. The previous argument does not holdsine there does not neessarily exist a irle tangent to the C-segments C1 and
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A polynomial-time algorithm: : : 13C3 (see Figure 8a). However, the shortut shown in Figure 8 shortens P sine thelength of the dashed C-segment AB is shorter than the sum of the lengths of thears AI and BI of P , and, similarly, the length of the dashed C-segment CD isshorter than the sum of the lengths of the ars IC and ID.
O1O2
O3 C0
C1C2
C3
Fig. 7. Shortut used in Lemma 10 if C1 does not interset C3.
 O0O1O3O2 B C1C2
C3AC DIO2C2
O3O1C1 C3AB C DI(a):  2 ( =2; =6) (b):  2 ( =6; 0)Fig. 8. Shortut used in Lemma 10 if C1 does interset C3.Proposition 1. An optimal path annot ontain a subpath of type CCSCC, exeptwhen the rst or the last C-segment of this subpath is terminal.Proof. Assume for a ontradition that an optimal path ontains a nonterminalsubpath of type CCSCC. By Lemma 3, the lengths of C1 and C4 are greater than. Aording to the previous lemma, both C-segments C2 and C3 have the same
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14 Jean-Daniel Boissonnat & Sylvain Lazardorientation. We assume, without loss of generality, that the rst C-segment C1 isoriented ounterlokwise and show that the dashed C-segment tangent to C1 andC4, shown in Figure 9, shortens the path.Let M12 be the ommon end point of C1 and C2, and M34 the ommon endpoint of C3 and C4. Let  and  be dened as in Figure 9 and let s be the lengthof the S-segment.We now show that there exists a C-segment of length smaller than  orientedlokwise and tangent to C1 and C4. By Lemma 9, the length O2O4 is less than 2,implying that the length O1O4 is less than 4. Thus there exist two irles of unitradius tangent to C1 and C4. Sine the length O2O4 is less than 2, M12 belongs tothe dashed C-segment between A and B in Figure 10. Sine C1 is oriented ounter-lokwise and its length is greater than , point B belongs to C1 (see Figure 10).Similarly, point D belongs to C4. Moreover, the C-segment oriented lokwise andtangent to C1 at B and to C4 at D is smaller than . It follows that this C-segmentshortens the subpath of type CCSCC. This onludes the proof beause suh aC-segment avoids any moderate obstale.
O4 O3O2  O1M12 C1
C2
C3C4Fig. 9. Shortut used in Proposition 1.Proof of Theorem 4: Considering that the length of the S-segments anbe equal to zero, a non-terminal subpath of type C C is neessarily ontained ina subpath of type XS C CSX 0 where X;X 0 2 fO;Cg. We want to prove thatX;X 0 2 fO; Cg. Assume for a ontradition that X 62 fO; Cg (the proof for X 0is similar). Then, X is a non-terminal C-segment and Lemma 4 implies that thelength of the rst S-segment of the subpath is stritly positive. Thus, by Theo-rem 3, X is neessarily a C-segment following another C-segment, noted Y . Then,by Proposition 1, Y is terminal and thus, by Lemma 5,X is an anhored C-segment.This ontradits our assumption and ends the proof of the theorem. 
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A polynomial-time algorithm: : : 15
O1O4 Lous of O2Lous of O3ABCD Lous of M34
Lous of M12
C1C4
Fig. 10. For the proof of Proposition 1.5. Bounding the number of subpaths of type C CThis setion is devoted to the proof of the following theorem. Let X be a irularedge of some obstale or an anhored irle. Let X 0 be another suh irular arand let O and O0 be two obstale edges. Let X denote an ar of X , X 0 an ar ofX 0, C a C-segment tangent to O, and C 0 a C-segment tangent to O0.Theorem 5. We an ompute in O(1) time a family of O(1) andidate paths suhthat any optimal path of type XS C C 0SX 0, where neither C nor C 0 is anhored northe length of the S-segments is equal to zero, is ontained in one of the andidatepaths.Proof. Let P denote a path of type XS C C 0SX 0 and assume that neither C norC 0 is anhored when path P is optimal.There exists at most one path P suh that the rst S-segment is redued to apoint unless X and O oinide. If X and O oinide and if P is of type X C C 0SX 0,then, by Lemma 7, C or C 0 is anhored whih implies that P is not optimal. Thusthere exists at most one possibly optimal path P suh that the rst S-segment isredued to a point, and similarly for the last S-segment. We onsider as andidatepath these two paths, if they exists. We an thus assume in the following that noneof the S-segments is redued to a point in an optimal path P .We onsider in turn tree ases depending on the types of the obstale edges Oand O0. We onsider rst the ase where both O and O0 are line segments, then thease where both are irular ars, and nally the ase where one is a line segmentand the other a irular ar.In the rst (resp. seond, third) ase, we show, in Lemma 12 (resp. 15, 18), thatpath P is optimal only if System (2) (resp. (9), (20)) is satised. We then show, in
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16 Jean-Daniel Boissonnat & Sylvain LazardLemma 13 (resp. 16, 19), that this system admits a nite set of solutions, or morepreisely that some of the variables take nitely many distint values in the setof solutions. Furthermore, we show in Lemma 14 (resp. 17, 20), that eah of thesevalues determines O(1) paths of type XS C C 0SX 0 (where X and X 0 are maximal).These paths are the andidate paths. Finally, sine System (2) (resp. (9), (20)) isof bounded degree, its O(1) solutions and the orresponding andidate paths anbe omputed in O(1) time.We prove, in the rest of the setion, the lemmas used in the proof of Theorem 5,namely Lemmas 12 to 20. In the following, P still denotes a path of typeXS C C 0SX 0and we assume that, when P is optimal, neither C nor C 0 is anhored and that noneof the S-segments is redued to a point.We introdue the following notations (see Figures 11, 12, 15 or 18). Let C andC0 be the irles supporting C and C 0, and I and I 0 their enters. Let H and H 0be the enters of the irles supporting X and X 0. In addition, let  = \( !R; !II 0),0 = \( !R0; !I 0I), ' = \( !II 0; !F ) and '0 = \( !I 0I; !F 0). For the sake of simpliity, wesuppose in our gures that path P is oriented ounterlokwise on C and lokwiseon C 0 (e.g., Figures 11, 15 and 18); however, our omputations are valid in thegeneral ase.We onsider a mehanial devie that onsists of four xed objets and onemobile objet D (see Figures 11, 15 and 18). The xed objets are the two obstalesO and O0 and the two disks of unit radius supporting X and X 0. The mobile objetD is the union of two tangent disks (orresponding to the irles C and C0). Weonsider a rubber band of thikness zero attahed on X and on X 0 and passingaround C and C0. We are interested in the ase where the two mobile disks aretangent to the obstales O and O0, respetively, and are not tangent to X , X 0 or toany other obstale. The mobile objet D is subjet to four fores  !F ,  !F 0,  !R and  !R0(see Figures 11, 15 and 18).  !F and  !F 0 are the two fores, of equal norm F , exertedby the rubber band.  !R and  !R0 are the reations of the obstales O and O0 onto themobile D.We rst establish a lemma that holds regardless of the type of the obstale edgesO and O0.Lemma 11. Path P is optimal only ifsin(0   ) + sin0 sin( + ')  sin sin(0 + '0) = 0: (1)Proof. Path P is optimal only if the mobile D is at an equilibrium that is if andonly if the sum of the fores  !F ,  !F 0,  !R ,  !R0 and the sum of their torques is zero.The sum of the fores is zero if and only ifR os+ F os' = R0 os0 + F os'0R sin  F sin' = R0 sin0   F sin'0:
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A polynomial-time algorithm: : : 17
 !F
 !F 0 !R !R 0 I
I0
A O
O0X X 0H H0C
C0
Fig. 11. The mehanial devie.
~H0+ '  !R0  !F
0
''0
 !F 0  !RI
I0
O
H2h2l~H 2l0
H02h0D
D0
2x
2x0
Fig. 12. For the proof of Theorem 5.We onsider the torque of the fores with respet to I 0; let A be the supportingpoint of the fore  !F on C.M !F =I0 = det( !F ; !AI 0) = det( !F ; !AI) + det( !F ; !II 0)=  F   2F sin'M !F 0=I0 =  FM !R =I0 = 2R sinM !R0=I0 = 0Thus the sum of these torques is zero if and only if R sin = F + F sin'. Hene
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18 Jean-Daniel Boissonnat & Sylvain Lazardthe mobile objet D is at an equilibrium if and only if8<:R os+ F os' = R0 os0 + F os'0R sin  F sin' = R0 sin0   F sin'0R sin = F + F sin':We eliminate R in the two rst equations by multiplying the rst equation by sinand replaing R sin by F + F sin'. We getF (1 + sin') os+ F os' sin = R0 os0 sin+ F os'0 sinF = R0 sin0   F sin'0:We now eliminate R0 by summing the rst equation multiplied by sin0 and theseond equation multiplied by   os0 sin. We getF (1 + sin') os sin0 + F os' sin sin0   F os0 sin =F os'0 sin sin0 + F sin'0 os0 sinor equivalentlysin(0   ) + sin0 sin(+ ')  sin sin(0 + '0) = 0:We now study, in turn, the ases depending on whether the obstales edges Oand O0 are line segments or irular ars.Case 1: Both obstale edges are line segmentsLet D (resp. D0) be the oriented line parallel to O (O0), passing through I (resp. I 0)and oriented suh that \( !R;D) = =2 (resp. \( !R0;D0) =  =2) (see Figure 12).Let  = \(D0;D). Let O be the intersetion point between D and D0 (O is welldened sine no two obstale edges are parallel). Let ~H (resp. ~H 0) be the orthogonalprojetion of H (resp. H 0) onto D (resp. D0). Let 2x and 2l (resp. 2x0, 2l0) be thealgebrai lengths of OI and O ~H (resp. OI 0 and O ~H 0) on the oriented line D (resp.D0). Let 2h be the algebrai distane between H and D with 2h > 0 if and only if  !~HH and  !R have the same orientation; 2h0 is dened similarly exept that 2h0 > 0if and only if    !~H 0H 0 and  !R0 have opposite orientations.Lemma 12. Path P is optimal only if8<: sin  + sin( + ) sin(+ ')  sin sin(0 + '0) = 0h sin  sin( + ')  l sin  os(+ ') + os(+ ) os(+ ') + Æ sin  = 0h0 sin  sin(0 + '0)  l0 sin  os(0 + '0) + os os(0 + '0) + Æ0 sin  = 0 (2)where Æ (resp. Æ0) is zero if path P has the same orientation on X and C (resp. X 0and C0) and 1 otherwise.Proof. Considering the triangle 4OII 0 in Figure 12 yields0 = +  [2℄; (3)
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A polynomial-time algorithm: : : 19Table 1. Respetive signs of tan( + '), l   x and h.+ '    =2 0 =2 tan( + ') +   +  l  x     + +h   + +  j sin j2 = j sin(+ =2)jj2x0j = j sin(=2  0)jj2xj :Considering the dierent ases that an our, we getx = os0sin  and x0 = ossin  : (4)Eqs. (1) and (3) yield the rst equation of System (2). We now show how toompute the two other equations of System (2) for eah possible orientation of Xand X 0. P has the same orientation on X and C.By denition of  and ',  + ' = \( !R; !F ) [2℄ = \(  !H ~H; !HI) [℄. Sine   !H ~Hand  !~HI are orthogonal, tan( + ') = (2l   2x)=2h (see Figure 12). Consideringthe dierent ases that an our (see Table 5 and Figure 12), we gettan(+ ') = l   xh :Using Eqs. (3) and (4), we obtainh sin  sin(+ ')  l sin  os(+ ') + os( + ) os( + ') = 0:This equation is equal to the seond equation of System (2) beause Æ = 0 in thisase. P has the same orientation on X 0 and C0.Similarly as above, we gettan(0 + '0) = l0   x0h0 ; (5)h0 sin  sin(0 + '0)  l0 sin  os(0 + '0) + os os(0 + '0) = 0:This equation is equal to the third equation of System (2) beause Æ = 0 in thisase. P has opposite orientations on X and C.Let  = \( !F ; !IH) and " = \( !IH;D) (see Figure 13). With these denitions,we have + '+ + " = =2 [2℄;sin = 2IH ; sin " = 2hIH ; os " = 2l  2xIH :
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20 Jean-Daniel Boissonnat & Sylvain Lazard
  !F '  !RI
I0H 2x 2h2l ~H  !F "P D
' !F  !RI
I0H 2x2h2l ~H  !F"PD
Fig. 13. For omputing Eq. (6).Therefore, +'+ " = =2   [2℄, os(+ ') os "  sin(+ ') sin " = sin and(l   x) os(+ ')  h sin(+ ') = 1:By Eqs. (3) and (4), we obtainh sin  sin(+ ')  l sin  os(+ ') + os(+ ) os(+ ') + sin  = 0: (6)This is equal to the seond equation of System (2) beause Æ = 1 in this ase. P have opposite orientations on X 0 and C0.Let 0 = \( !F 0;  !I 0H 0) and "0 = \(  !I 0H 0;D0) (see Figure 14). We have0 + '0 + 0 + "0 =  =2 [2℄;sin0 = 2I 0H 0 ; sin "0 =   2h0I 0H 0 ; os "0 = 2x0   2l0I 0H 0 :Thus, 0+'0+ "0 =  =2 0, os(0+'0) os "0  sin(0+'0) sin "0 =   sin0 and(x0   l0) os(0 + '0) + h0 sin(0 + '0) =  1: (7)Then, by Eq. (4)h0 sin  sin(0 + '0)  l0 sin  os(0 + '0) + os os(0 + '0) + sin  = 0: (8)This equation is equal to the third equation of System (2) beause Æ = 1 in thisase.
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A polynomial-time algorithm: : : 21
00  !F 0 0'0  !R0I0
IH0 2x02h02l0 ~H0  !F 0
"0
D0
0'0 !F 0  !R0I0
IH0 2x0 2h02l0 ~H0  !F 000
"0
D0
Fig. 14. For omputing Eq. (8).Lemma 13. There is a nite number of distint values of  in the set of solutionsof System (2) in the variables (; + '; 0 + '0) 2 (S1)3.Proof. Using the variable substitution x = tan(2 ), y = tan(+'2 ) and z =tan(0+'02 ), we transform System (2) into an algebrai system where x, y, z arethe indeterminates and h; l; h0; l0; sin ; os  are six independent parameters. LetEi = 0 (i 2 f1; 2; 3g) denote the algebrai equation obtained from the i-th equationof System (2).Using MAPLE, we ompute the resultant Q(x; z) of E1 and E2 with respet tothe indeterminate y.3 Then, we ompute the resultant R(x) of Q(x; z) and E3 withrespet to the indeterminate z. R(x) is a univariate polynomial of degree 24. Anyroot of System (2) veries R(tan(=2)) = 0.3 Therefore, if R(x) 6 0, there is a nitenumber of distint values of  in the set of solutions of System of equations (2) inthe variables (;  + '; 0 + '0) 2 (S1)3.We now prove that R(x) 6 0. The leading and the trailing monomials of R(x)are 28 (h+ Æ)4 sin8  ((1 + l0 sin )2 + h02 sin2 )2 x24;28 (h  Æ)4 sin8  ((1  l0 sin )2 + h02 sin2 )2:
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22 Jean-Daniel Boissonnat & Sylvain LazardBoth oeÆients are zero only if h = Æ = 0 or if (h; h0; l0) is equal to either(Æ; 0; 1= sin) or ( Æ; 0; 1= sin) sine sin  6= 0, by hypothesis. If h = Æ = 0then os( + ') = 0 and so E2 = 0; then, the leading and the trailing oeÆients(with respet to x) of the resultant of E1 and E3 with respet to z are4 sin2  (y   1)4 ((1 + l0 sin )2 + h02 sin2 );4 sin2  (y + 1)4 ((1  l0 sin )2 + h02 sin2 );where y = sin( + ') = 1. These two oeÆients are zero only if (h0; l0) =(0;1= sin). It thus follows from h = Æ = 0 that (h; h0; l0) is equal to(Æ; 0; 1= sin) or to ( Æ; 0; 1= sin).Hene, in both ases, the leading and the trailing oeÆients of R(x) are zeroonly if (h; h0; l0) is equal to (Æ; 0; 1= sin) or to ( Æ; 0; 1= sin). We substitute, inturn, (h; h0; l0) for those values in R(x). When (h; h0; l0) = (Æ; 0; 1= sin), the newleading and trailing monomials of R(x) are212 Æ04 sin4  ((l sin  + os )2 + Æ2 sin2 )2 x20;214 sin4  (Æ02   4) (l sin    os )4 x2;and when (h; h0; l0) = ( Æ; 0; 1= sin), the new leading and trailing monomials ofR(x) are 214 sin4  (Æ02   4) (l sin  + os )4 x22;212 Æ04 sin4  ((l sin    os )2 + Æ2 sin2 )2 x4:We study the two ases Æ0 = 0 and Æ0 = 1. If Æ0 = 0, R(x)  0 only if (h; h0; l0; l)is equal to either (Æ; 0; 1= sin; ot ) or ( Æ; 0; 1= sin;  ot). For those valuesof (h; h0; l0; l) the leading or the trailing oeÆient of the new resultant R(x) is216 Æ4 sin8 . Furthermore, if Æ = 0, the leading or the trailing oeÆient of the newresultant R(x) is  220 sin8 , whih is not zero. If Æ0 = 1, R(x)  0 only if Æ = 0, = =2 and (h; h0; l0; l) = (0; 0;1; 0). Then, as before E2 = 0, and the resultantof E1 and E3 with respet to z is a univariate polynomial in x whose oeÆient ofdegree 2 if l0 = 1 or oeÆient of degree 4 if l0 =  1 is equal to 64, whih is notzero.Hene, the univariate polynomial in x, R(x) or, if E2 = 0, the resultant of E1and E3 with respet to z, is not identially zero. This onludes the proof sinex = tan(2 ).Lemma 14. A value  determines O(1) paths P.Proof.  determines uniquely 0, by Eq. (3), and thus the position of C and C0, byEq. (4). Path P is then haraterized by the orientation of its four irular ars.
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A polynomial-time algorithm: : : 23
! ' 
0 '0 !F
 !R !R 0  !F 0I0 I
O
O00H  2h H0
!0
0
2h0
 !F  !F 0 OC
O0C0X X 0
Fig. 15. Mehanial devie where both obstale edges are irular (P has the same orientation onX and C, and on X 0 and C0).Case 2: Both obstale edges are irular arsThe proof is similar to the previous ase. We ompute a system of 4 equationsin 4 indeterminates whose solutions orrespond to potential equilibriums of themehanial devie. Then, we onsider a univariate polynomial R(x) by asadingresultants as explained above. However, in this ase, omputing suh a polynomialR(x) exeeds the apabilities of the urrent omputer algebra systems. We thusonly ompute the leading monomial of R(x) and show that it is not identiallyequal to zero, whih implies that R(x) 6 0.Let O and O0 be the enters of the irles (of unit radius) supporting O and O0,respetively. Let 2d be the length of OO0. Let 2h and 2h0 be the lengths of OH andO0H 0 respetively. Let ! = \(  !OO0;  !OH) and !0 = \(  !O0O;   !O0H 0) (see Figure 15).First notie that if d is equal to 0 or 1 then P is not optimal sine it an beshortened by a Dubins' perturbation (see Figure 16 (a) and (b)). Similarly, if h = 0then either P is of type XS C C 0SX 0 where X lies on O and then it is not optimalsine it an be shortened by the same Dubins' perturbation (see Figure 16 ()), or itis of type X C C 0SX 0 and then it is not optimal by hypothesis (sine one S-segment
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24 Jean-Daniel Boissonnat & Sylvain Lazardis redued to a point). Thus we an assume that d is not equal to 0 or 1 and h isnot equal to 0 (and similarly for h0).
(b) : d = 1 O0 () : h = 0OO(a) : d = 0O = O0 XFig. 16. Dubins' length-reduing perturbation for path P if d = 0 or 1 or if h = 0.Lemma 15. Path P is optimal only if8>><>>: sin(0   ) + sin0 sin(+ ')  sin sin(0 + '0) = 02 os+ 2 os0 + 2 os(0   ) + 3  d2 = 0h sin('  !) + h sin(0 + '  !) + h sin(+ '  !)  d sin(+ ') + Æd = 0h0 sin('0   !0) + h0 sin(+ '0   !0) + h0 sin(0 + '0   !0)  d sin(0 + '0) + Æ0d = 0 (9)where Æ (resp. Æ0) is zero if path P has the same orientation on X and C (resp. X 0and C0) and 1 otherwise.Proof. The rst equation of System (9) is given by Lemma 11. Now, let  =\( !OI;  !OO0) and 0 = \(  !O0I 0;  !O0O) (see Figure 15). Considering the polygon(OII 0O0) in Figure 15, we get0   0 =    [2℄; (10)os  + os(  ) + os 0 = d; (11)sin    sin(  ) + sin 0 = 0: (12)Considering in turn ((Eq:11)2 + (Eq:12)2), ((Eq:11) sin    (Eq:12) os ),((Eq:11) os +(Eq:12) sin ), ((Eq:11) sin 0  (Eq:12) os 0) and ((Eq:11) os 0+(Eq:12) sin 0), we obtain2 os+ 2 os0 + 2 os(0   ) + 3  d2 = 0; (13)
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A polynomial-time algorithm: : : 25d sin  = sin  sin(0   ); (14)d os  = 1 + os+ os(0   ); (15)d sin 0 = sin0 + sin(0   ); (16)d os 0 = 1 + os0 + os(0   ): (17)Eq. (13) is the seond equation of System (9). We now show how to omputethe two other equations of System (9) for the possible orientations of X and X 0. P has the same orientation on X and C (see Figure 15).Let  = \(  !HO; !HI). Considering the triangle (OHI) yieldssin(+ ')2h = sin2 :Sine  = + '     ! [2℄, we geth sin(+ '     !)  sin(+ ') = 0: (18)We expand the equation with respet to , and simplify it using Eqs. (14) and (15):h sin('  !) + h sin(0 + '  !) + h sin(+ '  !)  d sin(+ ') = 0:This equation is the third equation of System (9) sine Æ is here equal to zero. P has the same orientation on X 0 and C0.Similarly as above, we get, onsidering the triangle (O0H 0I 0),sin(0 + '0)2h0 = sin02where 0 = 0 + '0   0   !0 [2℄. It followsh0 sin(0 + '0   0   !0)  sin(0 + '0) = 0whih we expand and simplify using Eqs. (16) and (17). We obtainh0 sin('0   !0) + h0 sin(+ '0   !0) + h0 sin(0 + '0   !0)  d sin(0 + '0) = 0whih is the last equation of System (9) sine Æ is here equal to zero. P has opposite orientations on X and C (see Figure 17).Let  = \( !F ; !IH). Considering the triangle (OHI) yieldssin(+ '+ )2h = sin2 = sin( + !)IH :Sine  = + '+      ! [2℄, we get2 sin( + !) = IH sin(+ '     !) os+ IH os(+ '     !) sin;2h sin( + !) = IH sin(+ ') os+ IH os( + ') sin:Eliminating os from these two equations gives2 sin( + !) sin(+ ')  2h sin( + !) sin(+ '     !) =IH os(+ '     !) sin sin(+ ')  IH os(+ ') sin sin(+ '     !):
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26 Jean-Daniel Boissonnat & Sylvain Lazard
0 ! ' 
0 '0 !F
 !R !R 0  !F 0I0 I
O
O00
H 2h
H0!0
 
02h0 !F  !F 0
OC
C0 O0 X 0X
Fig. 17. For the proof of Lemma 15 (P has opposite orientation on X and C, and on X 0 and C0).We simplify this equation into2 sin( + !) sin(+ ')  2h sin( + !) sin(+ '     !) = IH sin sin( + !):As sin = 2=IH (see Figure 17), we havesin( + !)(h sin(+ '     !)  sin(+ ') + 1) = 0:We an assume that sin( + !) 6= 0 beause otherwise I lies on the straight lineOH and the number of suh paths is less than four. Thus, the mobile objet is atan equilibrium only ifh sin(+ '     !)  sin(+ ') + 1 = 0: (19)Similarly as above, we expand that equation with respet to  and simplify it,thanks to Eqs. (14) and (15). We getsin('  !) + h sin(0 + '  !) + h sin(+ '  !)  d sin(+ ') + d = 0whih is the third equation of System (9) sine Æ is here equal to 1. P has opposite orientations on X 0 and C0.Similarly as above, we obtainh0 sin(0 + '0   0   !0)  sin(0 + '0) + 1 = 0
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A polynomial-time algorithm: : : 27whih we simplify using Eqs. (16) and (17), and givesh0 sin('0   !0) + h0 sin(+ '0   !0) + h0 sin(0 + '0   !0)whih is the last equation of System (9) sine Æ is here equal to 1.Lemma 16. There is a nite number of distint values of (; 0) in the set ofsolutions of System (9) in the variables (; 0; '; '0) 2 (S1)4.Proof. We expand eah equation of System (9) and apply the variable substitutionx = tan(=2), y = tan(0=2), z = tan('=2) and t = tan('0=2). This yields an alge-brai system onsisting of four equations where x; y; z; t are the four indeterminatesand !; !0; d; h; h0; l0 are six independent parameters. Let Ei = 0 (i 2 f1; : : : ; 4g)denote the algebrai equation obtained from the i-th equation of System (9). Weomputea the resultant E14 of E1 and E4 with respet to the indeterminate t.3 E14an be written as 16(1+ y2)E014. We omputeb the resultant Q of E014 and E2 withrespet to the indeterminate y. We also ompute the resultant T of E2 and E3 withrespet to the indeterminate y. Q and T are two polynomials where x and z arethe indeterminates.Now, let R be the resultant of Q and T with respet to z. R is a univariatepolynomial in the indeterminate x and we want to show that R(x) 6 0. LetQ = q0 + q1 z + : : :+ qn zn; qn 6= 0;T = t0 + t1 z + : : :+ tm zm; tm 6= 0;where the qi and the ti are univariate polynomials in the variable x. The resultantR of Q and T with respet to z is the determinant of the (n+m)(n+m) Sylvestermatrix of Q and T with respet to z:3q0 q1 . . . . . qnq0 . . . . . qn 1 qn. . . . . . . .R= q0 . . . . . qnt0 t1 . . tm 1 tm. . . . . . . .t0 . . . tm .The resultant R(x) is too big to be omputed with existing omputer algebra sys-tems but we are able to ompute its leading monomial. The polynomials qi appearin the rst m rows of the Sylvester determinant and the polynomials ti appear inthe last n rows. Thus, the degree of R with respet to x is at mostm maxi2f0;:::;ng degree(qi(x)) + n maxi2f0;:::;mg degree(ti(x)) = 168:aWe used AXIOM on a Sun Spar-10 472Mhz with 512MB of main memory. Notie that severalpolynomials onsidered here are two big to be omputed with MAPLE.bThis omputation takes roughly eleven hours and the proess exeeds 130MB.
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28 Jean-Daniel Boissonnat & Sylvain LazardSine existing omputer algebra systems annot ompute the resultant R, we re-plae in the Sylvester determinant eah qi(x) by its monomial of highest degree ifdegree(qi(x)) = maxi2f0;:::;ng degree(qi(x)) and by 0 otherwise, and eah ti(x) byits monomial of highest degree if degree(ti(x)) = maxi2f0;:::;mgdegree(ti(x)) and by 0 otherwise. We then ompute the determinant and obtain256 d8 (d2 1)32 h16 (h02 sin2 !0+(h0 os!0 d)2)4 (d2h02 sin2 !0+(dh0 os!0 1)2)4 x168:When this monomial is not zero, its degree is 168 and thus it is the leading monomialof R(x) beause the degree of R(x) is at most 168. Thus, R(x)  0 only if thismonomial is zero. Sine d is not equal to 0 or 1 and h 6= 0, this monomial is zeroonly if (!0; h0) is equal to (0; d), (; d), (0; 1=d), or (; 1=d). Moreover, sine h0and d are both distanes, (!0; h0) an only be equal to (0; d) or (0; 1=d). We replae!0 by 0 and h0 by d or 1=d in Q and T . We then apply the same proedure as aboveand show that, in both ases, the new leading monomial of R(x) is272 d16 (d2   1)32 h16 x152:Sine d is not equal to 0 or 1, R(x) 6 0. Therefore, there is a nite number ofdistint values of  = 2artanx in the set of solutions of System (9) in the variables(; 0; '; '0) 2 (S1)4.The seond equation of System (9) gives with the variable substitution y =tan(0=2) that2 os+ 21  y21 + y2 + 2 os1  y21 + y2 + 2 sin 2y1 + y2 + 3  d2 = 0or equivalently (1  d2) y2 + 4 siny + 4 os+ 5  d2 = 0:This polynomial is not identially equal to zero sine d is a non-negative distanedistint from 1. Thus  determines at most two 0 = 2artany. It follows that thereis a nite number of distint values of  and 0 in the set of solutions of System (2)in the variables (; 0; '; '0) 2 (S1)4.Lemma 17. A ouple of values (; 0) determines O(1) paths P.Proof. By Eqs. (14), (15), (16) and (17),  and 0 dene uniquely  and 0 whihharaterize the position of C and C0. Path P is then haraterized by the orientationof its four irular ars.Case 3: One obstale edge is a line segment and the other is airular arThe proof is similar to the previous ase. We assume, without loss of generality,that O and O0 are respetively a irular ar and a line segment.
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A polynomial-time algorithm: : : 29
' 0 '0 !F
 !R !R 0  !F 0I0 I
O
~O2d 2h02x0 2l0H0~H0!H 2h
D0
 !F !F 0 OCX
X 0O0C0
Fig. 18. Mehanial devie where one obstale edge is a line segment and the other is irular.Let D0 be the line parallel to O0 passing through I 0 and oriented suh that\( !R0;D0) =  =2 (see Figure 18). Let O be the enter of the irle (of unit radius)supporting O. Let ~O be the orthogonal projetion of O onto D0 and 2d the lengthof O ~O. Let 2h be the length of OH . Let ~H 0 be the orthogonal projetion of H 0 ontoD0. Let 2x0 and 2l0 be the algebrai lengths of ~OI 0 and ~O ~H 0 on the oriented lineD0. Let 2h0 be the algebrai distane between H 0 and D0 with 2h0 > 0 if and onlyif    !~H 0H 0 and  !R0 have opposite orientations. Let ! = \(  !O ~O;  !OH).Notie that if d = 0 then P is not optimal sine it an be shortened by a Dubins'perturbation (see Figure 19). Also, as in the previous ase, if h = 0 then either Pis of type XS C C 0SX 0 where X lies on O and then it is not optimal sine it an beshortened by a Dubins' perturbation (see Figure 16 ()), or it is of type X C C 0SX 0and then it is not optimal by hypothesis. Thus we an assume that d and h are notequal to 0.Lemma 18. Path P is optimal only if8>><>>: sin(0   ) + sin0 sin(+ ')  sin sin(0 + '0) = 0os(0   ) + os0 = dh sin(0 + '  !)  sin(+ ') + Æ = 0h0 sin(0 + '0) + os(0 + '0) (sin0 + sin(0   )  l0) + Æ0 = 0 (20)where Æ (resp. Æ0) is zero if path P has the same orientation on X and C (resp. X 0and C0) and 1 otherwise.
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30 Jean-Daniel Boissonnat & Sylvain Lazard
O
O0
O
O0
Fig. 19. Dubins' length-reduing perturbation for path P if d = 0.Proof. The rst equation of System (20) is given by Lemma 11. Now, let  =\( !OI;  !O ~O). Considering the polygon (OII 0 ~O) in Figure 18, we get0 =    [2℄; (21)os  + os(  ) = d;  sin  + sin(  ) = x0:It follows os(0   ) + os0 = d; (22)sin(0   ) + sin0 = x0: (23)Eq. (22) is the seond equation of System (20). We now show how to ompute thetwo other equations of System (20) for eah possible orientation of X and X 0. If P has the same orientation on X and C, then Eq. (18) still holds:h sin(+ '     !)  sin(+ ') = 0:Thus, sine 0 =    [2℄,h sin(0 + '  !)  sin(+ ') = 0whih is the third equation of System (20). If P has opposite orientations on X and C, then Eq. (19) still holds:h sin(+ '     !)  sin( + ') + 1 = 0:Sine 0 =    [2℄, we geth sin(0 + '  !)  sin(+ ') + 1 = 0
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A polynomial-time algorithm: : : 31whih is the third equation of System (20). If P has the same orientation on X 0 and C0, then Eq. (5) still holds:tan(0 + '0) = l0   x0h0 :By Eq. (23), we obtainh0 sin(0 + '0) + os(0 + '0) (sin0 + sin(0   )  l0) = 0whih is the fourth equation of System (20). If P has opposite orientations on X 0 and C0, then Eq. (7) still holds:(x0   l0) os(0 + '0) + h0 sin(0 + '0) =  1:Using Eq. (23), we geth0 sin(0 + '0) + os(0 + '0) (sin0 + sin(0   )  l0) + 1 = 0whih is the fourth equation of System (20).Lemma 19. There is a nite number of distint values of (; 0) in the set ofsolutions of System (20) in the variables (; 0; '; '0) 2 (S1)4.Proof. We onsider the variable substitution x = tan(=2), y = tan(0=2), z =tan('=2) and t = tan('0=2). We follow exatly the same proedure as in the proof ofLemma 16, exept that E014 = E14=16(1+y2)2. It follows that the leading monomialof R(x) is 264 d32 h16 (l02 + (h0   d)2)4 (l02 + (h0 + d)2)4 x176:Sine d and h are not equal to 0, R(x)  0 only if l0 = 0 and h0 = d. We replael0 by 0 and h0 by d in Q and T , and ompute the new leading monomial of R(x).In both ases, it is equal to 280 d32 h16 x160:Therefore R(x) 6 0 and there is a nite number of distint values of  = 2artanxin the set of solutions of System (20) in the variables (; 0; '; '0) 2 (S1)4.The seond equation of System (20) gives with the variable substitution y =tan(0=2) that 1  y21 + y2 os+ 2y1 + y2 sin+ 1  y21 + y2 = dor equivalently (d+ 1 + os) y2   2 siny + d  1  os = 0:
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32 Jean-Daniel Boissonnat & Sylvain LazardThis polynomial is not identially equal to zero sine d 6= 0. Thus  determines atmost two 0 = 2artany. It follows that there is a nite number of distint values of and 0 in the set of solutions of System (20) in the variables (; 0; '; '0) 2 (S1)4.Lemma 20. A ouple of values (; 0) determines O(1) paths P.Proof. By Eqs. (21) and (23),  and 0 dene uniquely  and x0 whih haraterizethe position of C and C0. Path P is then haraterized by the orientation of its fourirular ars.6. The algorithmLet O1; : : : ;Om be the disjoint moderate obstales. We denote by SO the set of theobstale edges and by n its size.Let S and F be the initial and nal points of the optimal path we want toompute. By Theorems 3 and 4, any C-segment is either an anhored C-segment,or is adjaent to a terminal C-segment and to an anhored C-segment, or belongs toa subpath of type XS C CSX 0 where X;X 0 2 fO; Cg (the lengths of the S-segmentsbeing possibly zero).The algorithm omputes rst the set SC of all the maximal free anhored arsof irle. A maximal free anhored ar is a maximal ar of an anhored irle thatdoes not interset the obstales. It will be simply alled a free anhored ar in thesequel.For any given r, we assoiate to eah obstale a grown obstale whih is theMinkowski sum of the obstale and of a disk of radius r. Let Ar be the arrangementof the boundaries of these grown obstales. A point is said of level i in Ar if itbelongs to the interior of i grown obstales. The verties of level 0 are simply theverties of the boundary of the union of the grown obstales. Beause the obstalesare disjoint, there are O(n) suh verties by a result of Kedem et al.16 The samebound holds for the number of verties of the k rst levels for any onstant k bythe random sampling theorem of Clarkson and Shor.10Lemma 21. The number of free anhored ars is O(n) and these ars an be om-puted in O(n logn) time.Proof. Any moderate obstale ontains at least one disk of unit radius. Further-more, at most ve pairwise disjoint disks of unit radius an interset any givenirle of unit radius. Thus at most ve pairwise disjoint moderate obstales aninterset any given irle of unit radius. Hene any point lies in at most ve ob-stales grown by a disk of radius 1. In other words, any point is of level at mostve in A1. Therefore, A1 has linear size and an be omputed in O(n logn) timeby standard tehniques. Finally, sine the enters of the anhored irles are theverties of A1 and eah anhored irle is interseted by at most ve obstales, thelemma is proved.
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A polynomial-time algorithm: : : 33One the free anhored ars have been omputed, we ompute the set SS of allthe free line segments that are tangent to two ars of SC [ SO .Lemma 22. SS has size O(n2) and an be omputed in O(n2 logn) time.Proof. First, we ompute all the free line segments tangent to two obstales. Letus onsider eah obstale in turn, say O1 for onreteness. Let D be an orientedline of orientation  tangent to O1. The set of ommon points between O1 and Dis either a single point or a line segment; let P be either this single point or themiddle point of the line segment. If D intersets Oi (i = 2; : : : ;m), we all Pi thepoint ommon to D and Oi that is loser to P. Let fi() be the algebrai lengthof PPi on the oriented line D.Let E+ (resp. E ) be the lower (upper) envelope of the funtions fi that arepositive (negative). As the obstales are pairwise disjoint, fi() 6= 0 and fi() 6=fj() for all  and i 6= j. It follows that E+ and E  an be omputed in O(n logn)time. A line segment joining P to Pi is free if and only if (; fi()) belongs to E+ orE . Moreover, a line segment PPi is tangent to Oi if and only if Pi is an end-pointof fi. Hene, omputing the free line segments tangent to O1 and another obstaleredues to ompute E+ and E .Repeating the above proedure for all the obstales, we onlude that all thefree line segments tangent to two obstales an be omputed in O(n2 logn) time.We now ompute the free line segments tangent to a free anhored ar and toeither an obstale or another anhored free ar. Let C1; : : : ; Cp be the anhored freears. We onsider in turn eah free anhored ar, say C1 for onreteness, and applyexatly the same proedure as above to ompute the free line segments tangent toC1 and to an obstale. As above, these segments an be omputed in O(n logn)time by omputing the envelopes E+ and E . It remains to ompute the free linesegments tangent to C1 and to the other anhored free ars C2; : : : ; Cp. We denea funtion gi involving C1 and Ci and similar to the funtion fi dened above. Toeah end point of gi that lies between E+ and E  orresponds a free line segmenttangent to C1 and Ci. Deiding if suh an end point lies between E+ and E  anbe done in O(log n) time by binary searh one the envelopes have been omputed.As the number of free anhored ars is O(n) by Lemma 21, the free line segmentstangent to C1 and to another anhored free ar an be omputed in O(n logn)time. Hene, the free line segments tangent to an anhored free ar and to eitheran obstale or another anhored free ar an be omputed in O(n2 logn) time intotal.This ahieves the proof.We onsider now the subpaths of type CtC C and CCCt. We ompute the setSC of all the irular ars that avoid the obstales and are tangent to a terminalirle and to an anhored free ar. As there are O(n) anhored free ars, this stepan easily be done in O(n2) time.
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34 Jean-Daniel Boissonnat & Sylvain LazardBy Theorem 3, SC [ SO [ SS [ SC ontains all the ars potentially taken byan optimal path exept the subpaths of type XS C CSX 0. We onsider, in turn, allthe quadruplets (X ;O;O0;X 0) where X and X 0 are obstale edges or free anhoredars, and where O and O0 are two obstale edges. First, we ompute a family ofandidate subpaths of type XS C C 0SX 0 where X (resp. X 0) is an ar of X (X 0)and the two C-segments C and C 0 are tangent to O and O0, respetively. In aseond step, we hek whether or not these potential optimal subpaths intersetother obstales.By Theorem 5, for any given hoie of (X ;O;O0;X 0), we an ompute inO(1) time a family of O(1) andidate paths suh that any optimal path of typeXS C C 0SX 0, satisfying that neither C nor C 0 is anhored, is ontained in one ofthe andidate paths. Hene the total time omplexity of this step, for all hoiesof (X ;O;O0;X 0), is O(n4). We also ompute the paths of type XS C CSX 0 andXS C CSX 0 (whereX andX 0 are maximal). As the number of anhored C-segmentsis O(n), the total number of these paths is O(n4) and they an be easily omputedin O(n4) time. It remains to ompute the set S C C of those paths that avoid theobstales.Lemma 23. S C C an be omputed in O(n4 logn) time.Proof. We show that we an hek in O(log n) time whether or not a given subpathof type XS C CSX 0 intersets the obstales. We onsider suessively the ase of anar of irle and the ase of a line segment.As mentioned in the proof of Lemma 21, a irle of unit radius intersets at mostve obstales. We an identify the obstales that interset the irle supporting agiven ar C by loating in O(log n) time the enter of this irle in the arrangementA1. It then remains to hek if the ar C (not the whole irle) atually intersetsone of the obstales. Eah suh test an be done in O(log n) time sine eah obstalehas O(n) edges.11We desribe now how to hek if a line segment S of a subpath of typeXS C CSX 0 intersets the obstales. By Lemma 8, the length of S is at most 4.It follows that if S intersets an obstale, eah of its end points are ontained in theobstale grown by a disk of radius 4. As the obstales are disjoint and moderate, apoint an only be ontained in g < 36 suh grown obstales; hene, arrangementA4 has linear size and an be omputed in O(n logn) time. We loate one endpointof S in A4 and nd the at most g obstales that might interset S. We onsider inturn eah of these obstales and hek if S indeed intersets the obstale. This anbe done in O(log n) time.11By Theorems 3, SC [SO [SS [SC [S C C ontains all the ars potentially takenby an optimal path.g is the maximal number of disjoint disks of unit radius that an be paked in a disk of radius 6.
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A polynomial-time algorithm: : : 35Let G be the weighted graph whose nodes are the tangent points between twoars of SC [ SO [ SS [ SC [ S C C and whose edges are the ars of SC [ SO [ SS [SC [ S C C . The nal step of the algorithm onsists in searhing a shortest path inthis graph.Theorem 6. An optimal path amidst a set of disjoint moderate obstales with nedges in total an be omputed in O(n4 logn) time.Improving the performane of the algorithmWe now show that the time omplexity of the algorithm an be redued in mostpratial situations. This is a onsequene of the fat that the subpaths of typeC C an only be enountered near the endpoints of the path. Proposition 2 is aonsequene of a laim of Agarwal et al.1 We give here a omplete proof.Proposition 2. Let P be an optimal path onsisting of four parts P1, P2, P3 andP4 in this order where P2 and P3 are C-segments. Let C2 and C3 be the irlessupporting P2 and P3, and let O2 and O3 be their enters.(1) If C3 is not obstruted by any obstale or if C2 is obstruted by an obstale, thenfor any M on P1, the Eulidean distane between M and O3 is smaller than 3.(2) If C3 is obstruted by an obstale or if C2 is not obstruted by any obstale, thenfor any M on P4, the Eulidean distane between M and O2 is smaller than 3.Proof. We only prove the rst laim; the seond one is symmetrial. We assume,without loss of generality, that P2 and P3 are oriented ounterlokwise and lok-wise respetively.We reall some notations indrodued in Setion 2: let M be a point of P andlet CL(M) (resp. CR(M)) be the unit irle tangent to P at M and lying on theleft (resp. right) side of path P oriented from S to T . CL(M) is oriented ounter-lokwise and CR(M) is oriented lokwise. An ar of one of these irles will beoriented aordingly.We show that for any M on P1, CL(M) intersets C3. It will immediately followthat the Eulidean distane between M and O3 is smaller than 3.Suppose for a ontradition that there exists M on P1 suh that CL(M) doesnot interset C3. Let M0 be the point of P1 suh that for any point M loated afterM0 on the relative interior of P1, CL(M) properly intersets C3 (see Figure 20);M0exists beause P2 is greater than  by Lemma 3. Let M1 be the ommon point toCL(M0) and C3, and M2 be the ommon end point of P2 and P3.We distinguish whether M1 2 P3 or not. In eah ase we show that the dashedpath of Figure 20 shortens P and avoids all the moderate obstales, whih ontra-dits the fat that P is optimal.Case 1: M1 2 P3.We rst show that the ar [M0M1℄ of CL(M0) is not obstruted by any moderateobstale. A disk of unit radius that intersets [M0M1℄ without interseting the
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36 Jean-Daniel Boissonnat & Sylvain Lazard
M2 CL(M0)M0 P1
P2 P3
P1
P2 P3
CL(M0) M0
M1 M1M2(b) : M1 62 P3(a) : M1 2 P3Fig. 20. Shortuts in the proof of Proposition 2.portion P(M0;M1) of P between M0 and M1 is inluded in the region R insidethe losed urve that is the onatenation of P(M0;M1) and of the ar [M1M0℄of CL(M0) (see Figure 21). By the denition of M0, the relative interior of thear of P1 loated after M0 is stritly inluded in the disk of radius 3 entered atO3. It follows that the only disks of unit radius inluded in R are the disks whoseboundaries are C2 and CL(M0) (whih an possibly interset). Sine P2 is not anar of the boundary of the obstales by hypothesis, [M0M1℄ is not obstruted byany moderate obstale.By the denition of M0, [M0M1℄ is smaller than  and so shortens P beauseP2 is stritly greater than .Case 2: M1 62 P3.First notie that the irle C2 is not obstruted by any obstale. Indeed, other-wise M0 must lie in the hashed region of Figure 22a and, as P3 is greater than ,M1 2 P3 whih ontradits the hypothesis. By the hypothesis of the rst laim ofthe proposition, it follows that C3 is not obstruted by any obstale. That impliesthat the ar [M0M1℄ of CL(M0) avoids all the moderate obstales beause other-wise, the portion of P between M0 and M2 annot lie entirely in the disk of radius3 entered at O3 (see Figure 22b), whih ontradits the denition of M0. Hene,the onatenation of the ar [M0M1℄ of CL(M0) and the ar [M1M2℄ of C3 avoidsall the moderate obstales.Moreover, the onatenation of [M0M1℄ and [M1M2℄ shortens P . Indeed, the ar[M0M1℄ is smaller than  by the denition of M0, and, the ar [M1M2℄ is smallerthan  beause M1 62 P3 and P3 is greater than . It an be easily shown that theonatenation of two irular ars of unit radius whose lengths are smaller than is a shortest path of bounded urvature (even if there is no obstale). Hene,the onatenation of the ars [M0M1℄ and [M1M2℄ shortens P and avoids all the
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A polynomial-time algorithm: : : 37
P2P3
P4
P1 M0
CL(M0) M2M1R
O3
Fig. 21. For the proof of Proposition 2 (Case 1).
M1 M0C3 CL(M0)O2C2 M2P1 P2 P1
P3 P4P2P3
P4
P1 M0
CL(M0)M2M1
(a) (b)
Obstale
Obstale
O3 O3
Fig. 22. For the ontraditions in the proof of Proposition 2 (Case 2).moderate obstales whih ontradits the hypothesis that P is optimal.Remark 1. The previous proof yields that an optimal path ontains at most twonon-terminal C C-subpaths (i.e., subpaths of type C C where both C-segments are
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38 Jean-Daniel Boissonnat & Sylvain Lazard
C2C3 O2
O4
S X
X0kO3O4k < 2p5O3
Fig. 23. For the proof of Theorem 7.not terminal). For details see Ref. 1.Theorem 7. Let P be an optimal path joining S to F . Any subpath of P of typeXS C CSX 0, where X;X 0 2 fO; Cg, is ontained in one of the two disks of radius9 entered at S or F .Proof. This theorem follows from Proposition 2 and we use the notations intro-dued in that proposition. Let P1 (resp. P4) be the portion of P between S (resp.F ) and the rst (resp. last) C in the onsidered subpath. From Proposition 2, wehave 8M 2 P1 MO3  3 or 8M 2 P4 MO2  3. Assume without loss of generalitythat 8M 2 P1 MO3  3. Then, the starting point S and the whole subpath XS C Cis inluded in the disk of radius 3 entered at O3 (see Figure 23).On the other hand, by Lemma 8, the length of the line segment preeding X 0is smaller than 4. Therefore, S and the whole subpath XS C CSX 0 is inluded ina disk of diameter 3 + 2p5 + 1 < 9 (see Figure 23). Hene the subpath of typeXS C CSX 0 is inluded in a disk of radius 9 entered at S.Aording to Theorem 7, we an improve the proedure that omputes thesubpaths of type XS C CSX 0. Indeed, instead of onsidering all n4 quadruplets(X ;O;O0;X 0), we an only onsider those that interset one of the disks of radius
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A polynomial-time algorithm: : : 399 entered at S and F . If k is the number of suh quadruplets, the time omplexityof the algorithm beomes O(n2 logn+ k4 log k). In partiular, if the length of anyobstale edge is bounded from below by some positive onstant, then k = O(1).Theorem 8. Given a set of disjoint moderate obstales with n edges whose lengthsare bounded from below by some positive onstant, an optimal path between twoongurations amidst these obstales an be omputed in O(n2 logn) time.7. ConlusionIn this paper, we have onsidered disjoint moderate obstales whose boundariesonsist of n line segments and irular ars of unit radius. We have presentedan O(n4 logn) time algorithm for omputing shortest paths of bounded urvature.Moreover, if the length of the obstale edges is bounded from below by some positiveonstant, then the time omplexity of our algorithm redues to O(n2 logn).The algorithm we have presented in this paper works even if the moderateobstales are not disjoint. However, its time omplexity inreases sine the numberof anhored C-segments might then be quadrati. A simple analysis of our algorithmshows that its time omplexity is then O(n7).It would be interesting to onsider more general moderate obstales (in thesense of Agarwal et al.) and, in partiular, obstales whose boundaries onsist ofline segments and irular ars of radii greater than or equal to 1. When onsideringsuh obstales, the neessary onditions (9) and (20) for a subpath to be optimalbeome slightly more ompliated. Unfortunately, the omputations of resultants,performed in the proofs of Lemmas 16 and 19, then exeed the apabilities of theurrent omputer algebra systemsd.Finally, note that if the obstales are polygonal, one an ompute their onvexhull of bounded urvature (see Ref. 6) and then ompute shortest paths of boundedurvature amidst these new obstales.Many other questions remain open. We mention two of them: Can similar resultsbe obtained for polygonal robots? Can similar results be obtained if bakwardsmoves are allowed? (Preliminary results in that diretion an be found in Refs. 1,5 and 21.)AknowledgementsThe authors would like to thank the GDR MEDICIS (GDR CNRS 1026) for givingthem the oportunity to use the mahines of the GAGE group at Eole Polyteh-nique.dUsing AXIOM, the size of the proess exeeds 500MB.
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